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The Library: frustrating but not bad
By MARG SCHNEIDER this has a limited effect, for who 

can tell what a person is hiding 
All of us, at one time or another under his clothes. Responsibility 

during the year have become for preventing thefts must be 
frustrated with the workings of the accepted by each individual. Most 
library, from mix-ups concerning often students will watch someone 
over-due books and fines to the tearing out a page from 
awareness that there are just not periodical but they won’t bother to 
enough books to go around.
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V rpersonally stop them. The students 
Perhaps the most annoying thing in Environmental Studies on the 

to most students is that if a book fifth floor also present a problem, 
isn't on the shelf it is quite possibly They take books (particularly 
stolen or just sitting on someone’s history and geography) upstairs 
desk and won’t be used until the without checking them out and 
night before it’s due. It has been never return them, 
suggested that the lending time be 
reduced. (At U of T books can be
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• '•/?&Missing articles from journals 
are replaced once and if they are 

kept for only a week with no stolen twice the magazine is 
renewal allowed. Western will soon replaced on microfilm. Actually 
try out a new system where lending microfilm does have certain ad- 
time is four weeks, subject to vantages. It is not very stealable, 
recall, with fines of $1.00 a day if more durable than paper and 
someone else needs the book.) It journal on microfilm is as little as 
might also be a good idea to lend
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one quarter the cost of a sub- 
out indefinitely those books which scription. However, searching for 
may only be needed by one student and taking notes from articles on 
a year. But the Senate Library microfilm is much less convenient 
Committee is apparently hesitant than flipping through the actual 
to change the present system, magazine. There are also a limited 
feeling that many students would number of microfilm readers

which cost around $1,000 each.
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withhold marks until books were takes up to two years of training to all art on campus is supposed to be electronic music. The question is we“
returned and fines were paid, but, really know all the technicalities, exclusively Canadian David whether the noise will disturb “gges lons , ...plagued with computer malfunc- That is what the full time Partridge,X who did the nail anyone who is trying to work. welcome^The person to speak with

>U"' C,”'t ,0r ■ s=ulp,u,ls^s bomb Akron OÏÏ It has seemed to me that the Caïbhemto i'lïïouTe bthe
*h° h?™ hrJl’l ThS’ °Fi °We? !°F’ Presently. there is no way to He came to Canada in 1935 and library administration is quite mood why not write a‘letter to the
over-due b™ks™e only solution inform students of new develop- moved to London, England in 1962. interested in student opinion. The Chairman of the Senate Library
IhfOvec Thicd yhH k th? ments in the library, such as recent He served in the RCAF, so he must bibliography department is open to Committee Mr D Solitar N52Ô
sïelcîl; w?h its relative?nsmaail Ste" former aTc^at ^ 3 dtta"’ suggestions for new purchased ^

collection of books, but at the the Louvre who has recently come 
Central Library it is an im- to York has the use of 15,000 books 
possibility. So fines remain which are accessible to students at 
unenforcible. Perhaps the answer his own discretion. These books 
to the problem (once the computer will remain at York after he 
is working again) is stiffer fines or, leaves. Some students are not 
ultimately, revoking library aware of many of the library 
privileges for those extremely facilities, like the music listening 
delinquent. room and the collection of classical

Another big problem is book and pop music, or the collection of 
thefts, and the removal of articles government documents, or the 
from periodicals. Expected thefts map room which contains all kinds 
is from two to three per cent, but of travel information and detailed 
with 300,000 volumes that amounts maps of foreign cities. So the ad- 
to a lot of books. It is estimated ministration has been considering 
that the total expense of replacing the possibility of publishing a 
a book comes to twice the actual regular bulletin to keep the York 
book cost, considering time spent community informed. There 
taking inventory and many libraries in Toronto, such as 
recataloguing. Also, cost of the Centre of Criminology at U of T 
replacing a book which is out of and the Municiple Reference 
print is often many times the Library in City Hall, which few 
original cost. At Uof T the problem people know about. There is 
has been partly remedied by discussion of putting together a 
restricting first year students, as booklet containing pertinent in
well as the general public from formation about these 
browsing through the stacks. Of centres including location, type of 
course, at York this cannot be done information available, rules, and 
and the only preventive measure whether they are open to the 
we have is to inspect brief cases public, 
and packages at the exits. But even
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be opposed.
However, even if the lending

pilot* by Tim ClerkThe infamous Library.
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Arnold Primers
DRV CLEANERS

YORK - FINCH
RESTAURANT & TAVERN 

1181 Finch Ave. W. Downsview
• SPECIALIZING IN STEAK AND 

ROAST BEEF
• FULL COURSE MEALS, FROM $1.30 

AND UP
• FULLY LICENSED

OPEN TILL 1 a.m. MONDAY
TO SATURDAY a

Finch Ave W.
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PARKING yV1PISCES
Fob. 20 to March 20are

largeSmart planning helpa 
you reach all your 
goals. If your aim is 
a smart look, plan to 
see us soon. 16”pizzaresource

“The Works”Get your wardrobe 
well-organized 
now. Bring clothes 
to us for a refresher 
course. Prompt, ex
pert dry cleaning.

ONLYVesuviana Special Deluxe

Reg. «3.30 *2.50Another aspect of the Central

FREE DELIVERY — NO MINIMUMz RHONE 638-1632

vesuviana pizzeriaExporta
108 Hncknall Rd.>

in the University Colony Plaza 128 HUCKNALL ROAD 
IN THE UNIVERSITY COLONY PLAZA

ALLOW 30-45 MINUTES FOR DELIVERY

MON-WED 730am—7pm 
~9pm 
— 6pm

THUR&FRI
SATURDAY

<11

REGULAR AND KINGS
:

TOPLESS DANCERS
Nightly from 8< 45 to 1 am 

Also Friday Afternoon 3:30 to 6 pm 
and Saturday Afternoon 2 to 5 pm

Live Music
Nightly from 8:45 to 1 am 

Also Friday Afternoon 3:30 to 6 pm 
and Saturday Matinee 2:30 to 5:30 pm

PLACE PIGALLE
89 Avenue Road

Fret Perking Monday thru Thursday after 7 p.m.

SUMMER ACCOMODATION IN TORONTO
Good accommodation is available at the Co-op in Toronto from 
May 10 to September 10, 1971. Rooms as low as $10.00 per week 
(Meals are $8.00 extra). Central location.

For information 
and applications 
write: Campus Co-op 

Room III 
395 Huron Street 
Toronto 181, Ontario 
Telephone 964-1961

Excalibur
March 25, 1971 ll
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